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Abstract—Smart sensors in smart grids provide real-time data
and status of bidirectional flows of energy for monitoring, pro-
tection, and control of grid operations to improve reliability and
resilience. Smart sensor data interoperability is a major chal-
lenge for smart grids. This paper proposes a methodology for
modeling interoperability of smart sensors in terms of interac-
tions using labeled transition systems and finite state processes
in order to quantitatively and automatically measure and assess
the interoperability, identify and resolve interoperability issues,
and improve interoperability. A generic interoperability model
of synchronous message passing from a sender to a receiver
is built based on the proposed methodology. A case study is
provided to apply this methodology for modeling interoperabil-
ity between the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
C37.118 phasor measurement unit-based smart sensors and pha-
sor data concentrators. The interoperability model can be used
for the quantitative and automated measurement and assessment
of the interoperability of phasor measurement unit-based smart
sensors and phasor data concentrators to address interoperabil-
ity issues. This methodology can also be applied to modeling
interoperability of smart sensors based on other standard com-
munication protocols in order to achieve and assure sensor data
interoperability in smart grids.

Index Terms—Finite state machine, finite state process,
interaction, interoperability, labeled transition system, measure-
ment and assessment, phasor measurement unit, smart grid,
smart sensor.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE SMART grid (SG) is a modernized grid that enables
bidirectional flows of energy and uses two-way com-

munication and control capabilities that will lead to an
array of new functionalities and applications [1]. A key chal-
lenge is that the overall smart grid system is lacking widely
accepted standards. This situation prevents easy integration of
advanced applications, smart meters, smart sensors, devices,
and renewable energy resources and so limits interoperabil-
ity among them [2]. A smart sensor consists of a sensing
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module, a processing module, and a network communica-
tion module. Smart sensors have some intelligent capabil-
ities, including intelligent data processing algorithms, time
synchronization, network communication, self-identification,
and self-description [3], [4]. Smart sensors play a critical role
in real-time monitoring, protection, and control of electrical
power generation, transmission, and distribution to customers.
Sensor requirements in SGs may include network communi-
cations via standardized communication protocols [3]–[5].

The smart sensors deployed on electrical power grids are
produced by a variety of vendors that employ, in distinct
ways, standardized and proprietary interfaces and commu-
nication protocols. The distinct ways of implementations of
these interfaces and protocols may result in the interoper-
ability issues discussed in [6]–[8]. Some reasons for these
interoperability issues of smart sensors are described in detail
in [3], [4], [6], and [7]. Through smart sensor interoperability
testing [6], [7], a number of challenges on the quantitative and
automated measurement and assessment (M&A) interoperabil-
ity of smart sensors based on huge amount of data collected
during testing were encountered because manual M&A meth-
ods are laborious, time-consuming, error-prone, and costly.
Hence, interoperability testing [6], [7], certification [9], and
automated M&A for smart sensors are key to identifying
interoperability issues, and improving, achieving, and assuring
interoperability.

Interoperability issues have arisen due to a “lack of
a measure of interoperability” [10]–[12]. Most of these
interoperability M&A methods have not used mathemati-
cal approaches [11]. Mathematical representation and formal
modeling are thus critical to achieving quantitative and auto-
mated M&A methods for identifying interoperability issues
and improving interoperability. Measurement, in this context,
encompasses both logical (data) and physical (analog) mea-
surements. It is defined by assigning values (both numeric and
logical) to properties of objects and events that occur during
interactions. Measurement is not limited to grid-relevant phys-
ical quantities, but also includes tests that measure abstrac-
tions (non-physical quantities) like intelligence [13], [14]. The
quantitative and automated M&A methods can be used to help
identify interoperability problems and improve the interoper-
ability of SG devices and systems.

This paper proposes a methodology for modeling inter-
operability of smart sensors in terms of interactions
using labeled transition systems (LTSs) and finite state
processes (FSPs) in order to quantitatively and automati-
cally measure and assess the interoperability of smart sensors,
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identify interoperability issues, and improve sensor data
interoperability. The interaction to pass messages is a concur-
rent action sending messages from the sender and receiving
the messages by the receiver. This method defines evidence
for information exchange and usage. Information usage relates
to the functions performed by the device or system that
has received the information. As an example, this paper
applies the methodology for information exchanges and uses
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
C37.118 and C37.247 standards-based phasor measurement
unit (PMU)-based smart sensors and phasor data concentra-
tors (PDC) in terms of state changes of a state machine model
to address the real interoperability issues between PMUs and
PDCs [8]. This model can be used to automate interoperability
assessment and the same methodology can be applied to model
interoperability of smart sensors based on a variety of standard
communication protocols. The model presented here includes
both internal and external interactive behaviors and actions. It
is of greatest use to developers and vendors who would have
direct visibility into the internal behaviors of the applications
and devices they supply to SGs. For standards conformity and
interoperability test laboratories and end-users, only the exter-
nal behaviors are visible, i.e., messaging between devices, and
the internal behaviors can only be assumed.

The paper is organized as follows. Related work is described
in Section II. The foundations of modeling interoperability are
described in Section III. The interoperability of smart sensors
is described in Section IV. Section V addresses a methodology
for modeling interoperability of smart sensors, and Section VI
illustrates a case study of applying this methodology for
modeling interoperability for the IEEE C37.118 PMU-based
smart sensors. The conclusion is provided in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Some interoperability M&A methods have been reviewed
and analyzed [11], [12], [15], and [16]. Most of these
M&A methods were not using mathematical methods [11].
The interoperability score (i-Score) is based on both opera-
tional threads and interoperability spins that indicate the qual-
ity of the pair’s interoperation [17]. The i-Score is an object
function to represent and maximize a summation of spins
between system pairs along the operational threads. Nayebpour
introduced the interoperability index model that accounts for
direct interfaces among different systems and assigns a weight
to each of them. This index made the i-Score much simpler
and more applicable [18]. Ford proposed a general method of
measuring interoperability and describing its impact on oper-
ational effectiveness [19]. Petri Nets were used to represent
the interoperation relationship between message systems. The
quality for interoperation is assigned by an incident matrix
of system interoperation to measure the interoperability of
a heterogeneous set of integrated systems [20]. Finite state
machine (FSM)-based interoperability testing methods were
proposed, and interoperability test sequences could be gener-
ated, though they were not used for interoperability M&A. The
behaviors of components of a system were modeled by state
machines that can be translated into LTS in [21], [22]. The

Fig. 1. Internal actions between states in an object and external interaction
between states in two different objects.

interoperability of components is analyzed based on LTS
against the interoperability specification defined [23]. This
approach was only applied to interactions among components
in a system. The interaction protocols of applications can be
modeled using ontology-based FSPs to describe and analyze
the interactive behavior of two processes. This approach was
used to assess behavior matching of two processes [24]. The
majority of interoperability assessment approaches is manual-
conducted, which is a laborious and time-consuming process
and in many times depends on the “subjective” knowledge
of experts [16]. Leal et al. proposed an ontology-based inter-
operability assessment for a networked enterprise, which was
supported by a semi-automated assessment tool to improve the
assessment process efficiency by reducing the time [25]. An
interoperability M&A method must be based on concept, def-
inition, and standard definitions that relate to interoperability
issues [11], [25].

An FSM comprises a finite number of states and transi-
tions between those states. An interaction comprises actions
between two objects that concurrently affect changes in the
state of each. A definition of interoperability of smart sen-
sors for information exchange and use in the smart grid is
provided. An interaction between two objects is the notion of
interoperability between two objects treated in this paper. LTS
is used to describe the behavior of concurrent systems. FSP is
a convenient formalism for specifying concurrent systems [24]
and is used here to analyze and reason about interactive
behaviors [27]. This paper focuses on a formal model of
interoperability of smart sensors based on the notation of
interactions, LTS, and FSP in order to quantitatively and auto-
matically measure and assess the interoperability of smart
sensors.

III. FOUNDATION OF MODELING INTEROPERABILITY

A. Basic Concepts

• Objects: Entities that can observe the interactions
with other entities. Objects are denoted by O =
{O0, O1, . . . , On}. Objects, the solid boxes shown in
Fig. 1, can send and/or receive messages to/from each
other and are communication protocol entities (e.g.,
sender and receiver).

• States: System status or conditions, which are denoted
by S = {S0, S1, . . . , Sn}. As shown in Fig. 1, each
state is represented graphically as a solid circle. A state
could be represented as Si = S(inActi, stateVari, outActi).
States describe the status or information of a system.
Each state has a set of state variables (stateVari), input
variables (inVari) of input actions (inActi), and output
variables (outVari) of the output actions (outActi). State
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variables may include both physical variables (pVari) and
logical variables (lVari). The physical variables are rep-
resented as pVari = {pVari0, pVari1, . . . , pVarim}, where
pVarik includes a set of physical state variables, for k =
0, 1, . . . , m. A set of physical variables may include time,
physical measurements, or others. The logical variables
are represented as lVari = {lVari0, lVari1, . . . , lVarin},
where lVari includes a set of logical variables, for
j = 0, 1, . . . , n. Logical variables may include mes-
sages (information) or the propositions (true or false) of
input actions related to message conformity to the specific
standard. These propositions’ values are used to trigger
transitions from one state to another. Each state also has
a set of state functions that convert input variables to out-
put variables. Each state may have multiple input actions
and output actions.

• Messages: Information or data exchanged (sent and/or
received) between two states in an object or dif-
ferent objects. Messages are denoted by Msg =
{Msg0, Msg1, . . . , Msgn}. Message formats could be
binary, eXtensible markup language (XML), or other for-
mats. Messages may include information, such as encoded
sensor metadata and data (physical measurements).

• Actions: Messaging events, such as sending a mes-
sage and receiving a message. Actions are denoted by
A = {A0, A1, . . . , An}. Actions are used here as tran-
sition labels. Actions could be either internal events
between two states of an object or external events (inter-
actions) between two states in two different objects. As
shown in Fig.1, an action could be defined as A =
(fromState, msg, toState), which is a message action
from the state fromState to the state toState. For exam-
ple, the action AAi between state ASi and ASi+1 is an
internal action in object A. The action passMsg, an exter-
nal action shown in Fig. 1, is an interaction between
object A and object B that concurrently connects the
sending message action AAi+1 in object A and the receiv-
ing message action BAj−1 in object B. This interaction
passMsg from object A to object B can be represented
as A2BA = (AAi+1||BAj−1). The visible actions and
interactions (e.g., AAi+1, BAj−1, and A2BA) are repre-
sented here in boldface font. The notation AAi+1||BAj−1
means that actions AAi+1 and BAj−1 occur concurrently
or simultaneously. The interaction may be either syn-
chronous or asynchronous. The results of messaging
actions will vary with the functions of systems involved
and can be evaluated based on the operational seman-
tics of those expressions based on the communication
processes and protocols [28]. Messaging actions trigger
transitions from one state to another.

• Transitions: Relations between states induced by actions.
A system transition from one state to another based on
the conditions. Transitions are denoted by “→” or T =
{T0, T1, . . . , Tn}, where each Ti is a transition, for i =
0, 1, . . . , n. Each transition is associated with an action
between two states in an object. Thus, a transition can
be represented as Ti = (Si−1, Ai, Si). This is a transition
from the state Si−1 to the state Si with the action Ai.

Fig. 2. Label transition system and finite state process.

• Process: A sequence of transitions with actions between
states. A process is denoted by as P = {P0, P1, . . . , Pn},
where each Pi could be a transition between two states or
multiple transitions among states in an object. Operators
for composing processes, depending on the related inter-
actions, include sequential (“•”), alternative (“+”), and
concurrent (“||”) compositions. The sequential operator
P1 P2 means that an action of process P1 occurs and
then an action of process P2 occurs once the action of
P1 terminates. The alternative operator P1 + P2 means
that either an action of P1 or P2 occurs. Finally, the con-
currency operator P1|| P2 means that actions of processes
P1 and P2 are performed simultaneously [29]. Concurrent
interaction may be either synchronous or asynchronous
interactions between two objects or processes.

• Trace: A sequence of actions [30], which are visible or
observable. The trace is typically denoted by trace (ρ) =
A0A1 . . . An.

B. Labeled Transition System

A transition system shown in Fig. 2 is a graph where circles
are states and edges represent transitions between the states.
An LTS consists of a set of transitions between states, labeled
with actions associated with those states. An LTS can cap-
ture the interactive behaviors of a concurrent system and is
a basis for describing the interactive behavior of processes.
An LTS can be represented as a tuple < S, A, T, I, AP, LF >,
where [31], [32]:

• S is a set of states.
• A is a set of actions.
• T is a set of transitions (→).
• I is a set of initial states.
• AP is a set of atomic propositions (AP) (true or false). The

propositions include the results of message actions and
message conformity to a specific standard specification.

• LF is the labeling function (LF) that assigns labels to
transitions.

In Fig. 2, the state space of this LTS is S = {S0, S1, . . . , Sn}.
The set of actions is A = {A0, A1, . . . , An−1}.The set of tran-
sitions is T = {T0, T1, . . . , Tn−1}. The set of the initial states
is I = {S0}. For now, no atomic propositions are defined, so
AP = Ø. An LTS is finite if S, A, and AP are finite.

C. Finite State Process

An LTS showed in Fig. 2(a) is a sequence of transitions
(T) with actions of an object. Action A0 (receiving a mes-
sage), action An+1 (sending a message). An FSP, an algebraic
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Fig. 3. Unidirectional and bidirectional communications.

representation of LTS, is a formalism for specifying con-
current components and for analyzing and reasoning about
their behaviors. FSP also uses LTS to automate the rea-
soning and analysis of interaction protocols [27], specified
as finite processes. An FSP P can be represented as: P =
T0T1 . . . Tn−1Tn = (S0, A0, S0)(S0, A1, S1) . . . (Sn−1, An, Sn)

(Sn, An+1, Sn). A path is a finite sequence of states. A finite
execution fragment of an LTS is a sequence of state transi-
tions. A finite execution process shown in Fig. 2(b) is a finite
execution fragment ρ of FSP, which is represented as [32]:

ρ(P) = execute(P)

= execute((S0, A0, S0)(S0, A1, S1). . .(Sn−1, An, Sn)

(Sn, An+1, Sn)) = (S0A0A1A2. . .AnAn+1Sn) = (S0A Sn)

Where the

trace (ρ(P)) = A = A0A1A2 . . . AnAn+1

= A0ττ . . .τAn+1 = A0An+1.

This trace is a sequence of visible actions in an FSP.

IV. INTEROPERABILITY OF SMART SENSORS

A. Smart Sensors

A smart sensor consists of a sensing module, a process-
ing module, and a network communication module [3], [4].
The sensing module includes a set of sensors. The network
communication module handles network communications
through a standard communication protocol. The process-
ing module includes four submodules: timing & synchro-
nization, signal processing, data processing, and metadata
submodules. Smart sensor has some intelligent capabili-
ties, including intelligent data processing algorithms, time
synchronization, network communication, self-identification,
and self-description. Smart sensors in SGs may communicate
with their clients using standardized communication protocols,
such as the IEEE C37.118.2 synchrophasor data transfer for
power system [33], IEEE 1815 distributed network protocol
(DNP3) [34], International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
61850-9-2 sampled values [35], IEEE 1451.0 common func-
tions and communication protocols standard for sensors and
actuators [36], and others. Smart sensors may use different
network communication models including client-server and
publish-subscribe communication models. The IEC 61850-9-2
standard adopts the publish-subscribe communication model,
whereas IEEE C37.118.2 and IEEE 1815 DNP3 use the
client-server communication model. Based on these network
communication models, the interoperability of smart sensors
shown in Fig. 3 may be divided into two types: unidirectional
(e.g., publish-subscribe) and bidirectional (e.g., client-server)
interoperability [19]. Fig. 3(a) shows unidirectional commu-
nications for smart sensors and Fig. 3(b) shows bidirectional
communication for smart sensors.

Fig. 4. Example of interoperability of smart sensors.

B. Interoperability of Smart Sensors

Based on technical, informational, and organizational
groups, interoperability can be divided into eight cate-
gories, including basic connectivity, network interoperability,
syntactic interoperability, semantic understanding, business
context, business procedures, business objectives, and eco-
nomic/regulatory policy [37]. In addition, the dimensions
(cross cutting) of interoperability can be made explicit using
the engineering aspects and concerns of the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) Framework for Cyber-
Physical Systems (CPS), including the functional, business,
timing, and communications aspects as well as the trust-
worthiness aspect that comprises the safety, security, pri-
vacy, resilience and reliability concerns [38]. In the NIST
Smart Grid Framework and Roadmap for Interoperability
Standards [1], the definition of interoperability is similar to
the IEEE definition [39]: “Interoperability is the capability
of two or more networks, systems, devices, applications, or
components to exchange and readily use information securely,
effectively, and with little or no inconvenience to the user” [1].
An example is shown in Fig. 3 where the interoperability
of a smart sensor and its clients is defined as the abil-
ity of a smart sensor and its clients to exchange (send
and/or receive) information and to use the information that
has been exchanged. Interoperability of smart sensors here
focuses on network, syntactic and semantic interoperability
categories. The interoperability of smart sensors is related
to the NIST CPS Framework’s data, communications and
functional aspects, including the connectivity concern in the
communications aspect [38]. Evidence or data for these inter-
operability categories here is based on different smart sensor
communication standard protocols. Hence, interoperability of
smart sensors can be assessed using 1) the syntactic formats
or semantics of the information exchanged based on the stan-
dardized protocol, and 2) achieving the functions or goals of
the standard protocol of the smart sensors as evidenced by
observation of the actions and interactions of both client and
sensors. These can be used to build measurement metrics of
interoperability. Both checking message conformity to a spe-
cific standard protocol, and checking the achievement of the
functions of the standard involved are outside of the scope of
this paper. This paper focuses on the exchange of information
and communication process modeling, based on the standard
protocols, between smart sensors and their clients.

V. A METHODOLOGY FOR MODELING INTEROPERABILITY

OF SMART SENSORS

A. Network Communication Process

An information flow model of a communication process
focused on information exchange between the sender and
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Fig. 5. Network communication process to pass a message from the sender
to the receiver.

receiver [40]. Fig. 5 shows the network communication pro-
cess that includes a series of messaging events (transitions)
between states (represented as solid circles or nodes). A sender
creates a message, encodes the message, and then sends the
message to a network switch. A receiver receives the mes-
sage from the network switch, decodes it, and then uses the
message for applications.

B. A Methodology for Modeling Interoperability of Smart
Sensors

The exchange of information between a smart sensor and
its client is a real-time interactive communication process via
a standardized protocol. The interactive behaviors between the
sender and the receiver are modeled based on the interaction
using LTS, and FSP. As shown in Fig. 1, the interaction
passMsg (S2RA = A2BA = (AAi+1||BAj−1)) to pass mes-
sages from the sender (object A) to the receiver (object B) is
used to model interoperability between them. The interaction
to pass messages here is a concurrent action that comprises
the action of sending messages by the sender and the action
of receiving the messages by the receiver. An interaction
could have some attributes related to the concurrence of the
processes they occur in, such as shared message, time, and
space [41]. The interaction of passing a message may be syn-
chronous, or asynchronous. The synchronous message passing
process performs actions at the same time and simultane-
ous execution steps sometimes referred to as lock-step, such
as synchronous client-server communication. In synchronous
message passing, the interaction must be executed at the
same time by two processes that participate in the shared
action [29], which means that the interaction can share the
message, time, and space. However, an asynchronous mes-
sage passing process does not perform actions at the same
time. In asynchronous message passing, an interaction is
decoupled [41], i.e., publishers know neither subscribers’ iden-
tities nor whether any subscribers with matching interests exist
at all, the interaction to pass a message may share the message
and space (address, channel, topic, or message queue), but not
share time.

Fig. 5 shows a synchronous message passing process from
the sender to the receiver via a network switch with a sender
timeout. In the message passing process, there are three
objects: sender, receiver, and switch. Each of these objects
could be modeled as an FSM. To simplify this discussion here,
it focuses on the synchronous message passing between the
sender and receiver and the sender’s and receiver’s FSMs only.

Fig. 6 shows a unidirectional synchronous communication
from the sender to the receiver. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the
sender FSM consists of three states and seven message actions.
And the receiver FSM consists of three states and four mes-
sage actions. Each state has a message value, for example, the

Fig. 6. Interoperability of smart sensor synchronous message passing based
on interaction using LTS and FSP.

message value of the state SendingMsg is the message proto-
col data unit (msgPDU). Both the sender and receiver can also
be modeled as an LTS. Fig. 6(b) shows the modeling of inter-
operability (information exchange or message passing process)
between the sender and receiver using LTS and LSP. The state-
space of the sender LTS is SS = {SS0, SS1, SS2}. The set of
message actions is SA = {SA0, SA1, SA2, SA3, SA4, SA5, SA6}.
The set of initial states is I = {SS0}. The state-space of the
receiver LTS is RS = {RS0, RS1, RS2}. The set of message
actions is RA = {RA0, RA1, RA2, RA3}. The set of initial states
is I = {RS0}. Both inAct and inVar(msg) conformity propo-
sitions of each state of the sender and receiver are defined,
so AP = {inActs, inVars(msg)}. The values of these propo-
sitions of inActs and inVars are used to trigger transitions
from one state to another. For example, when the value of
inVar(msgPDU) of the inAct (encodeMsg(SA2)) is true and
the value of logical variable lVarij(msgPDU) of the state send-
ingMsg (SS2) in the sender is true, then the sender will trigger
the action SA3 to send the message to the receiver.

FSP is a convenient formalism for specifying concur-
rent components and analyzing and reasoning about their
interactive behaviors [29]. The concurrent message-passing
interactions between the sender and receiver can be mod-
eled as a whole LTS and FSP based on the interactions. As
shown in Fig. 6 (b), the interaction to synchronously pass
the message, synchPassMsg(S2RA = (SA3||RA0)) is to syn-
chronously connect the sending message action SA3 of the
sender to the receiving message action RA0 of the receiver.
Fig. 6(b) shows an FSP of a synchronous message-passing
process (PSender−Receiver). This FSP (PSender−Receiver) consists
of the sender FSP (PSender) and the receiver FSP (PReceiver).
Each FSP consists of a number of actions. The synchronous
message-passing process from the sender to the receiver and
the execute segment can be represented as follows.

PSender = (SS0, SA0, SS0)(SS0, SA1, SS1)(SS1, SA2, SS2)

(SS2, SA3, SS2)(SS2, SA4, SS2)(SS2, SA5, SS0)(SS0, SA6, SS0)

The execute segment of PSender:

ρ(PSender) = execute(PSender)

= execute(SS0SA0SA1SA2SA3SA4SA5SA6SS0)

= execute(SS0, SA0ττSA3ττSA6, SS0)

= execute(SS0, SA0SA3SA6, SS0)

PReceiver = (RS0, RA0, RS0)(RS0, RA1, RS1)(RS1, RA2, RS2)

(RS2, RA3, RS0)
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The execute segment of PReceiver:

ρ(PReceiver) = execute(PReceiver)

= execute(RS0, RA0RA1RA2RA3, RS0)

= execute(RS0, RA0τττ, RS0)

= execute(RS0, RA0, RS0)

PSender−Receiver = PSender||PReceiver

The execute segment of concurrent passing message process
FSP (PSender−Receiver):

ρ(PSender−Receiver) = execute(PSender||PReceiver)

= execute((SS0, SA0SA3SA6, RS0)||(RS0, RA0, RS0))

The trace of the execute segment:

Trace(ρ(PSender−Receiver)) = (SA0SA3SA6)||(RA0)

= SA0(SA3)||(RA0)SA6 = SA0(SA3||RA0)SA6 = SA0 S2RA SA6

As shown in Fig. 6 (b), the interaction synchPassMsg =
S2RA = (SA3||RA0) is to synchronously pass the mes-
sage from the sender to the receiver. The trace of syn-
chronous message passing process from the sender to the
receiver is represented as follows: Trace(ρ(PSender−Receiver)) =
SA0 S2RA SA6.

This trace consists of two visible actions (including SA0
and SA6) and one interaction S2RA (SA3||RA0) that is an
interaction between the sender and receiver with timeout con-
straints of sending and receiving timeouts. The interaction
S2RA (CA3||SA0) is to synchronously pass the message from
the sender to the receiver with the timeout constraint (SA4).
This trace is a model of interoperability of synchronous mes-
sage passing, which can be modeled to measure and assess
the interoperability of the sender and receiver based on the
specific communication protocol used. For example, if SA0,
SA6, and the interaction S2RA (CA3||SA0) are executed suc-
cessfully, i.e., they all are true, this means that the sender
and receiver are interoperable; and if any one of SA0, SA6,
or the interaction S2RA (CA3||SA0) is false, the sender and
receiver are not interoperable, i.e., the action timeout (SA4) is
true. In the next section, this method is applied to the IEEE
C37.118 protocol.

VI. CASE STUDY: A MODEL OF INTEROPERABILITY FOR

IEEE C37.118-BASED SMART SENSORS

Smart sensor communication models include the client-
server and publish-subscribe communication models. The
client-server could be either asynchronous or synchronous,
however, publish-subscribe is asynchronous only. In this case
study, it is considered to take the case of smart sensor syn-
chronous client-server communication as an example of how
our formalization of interoperability may be applied.

A. IEEE C37.118 Standard Communication Protocol

IEEE 1344-1995 [42] was the first standard for synchropha-
sors, which was replaced by IEEE C37.118-2005 [43]. Both
measurement and real-time data transfer requirements were
included in IEEE C37.118-2005 that defined four messages:
data frames, header frames, configuration, and command mes-
sages. It was later extended in IEEE C37.118.2-2011 [33] with

Fig. 7. Synchrophasor data collection network and IEEE C37.118 client-
server communication protocol.

a new configuration message (CFG-3) and a continuous-time
quality field in the 2-byte synchronization word (SYNC). As
shown in Fig. 7, a synchrophasor data collection network con-
sists of a number of PMU-based smart sensors, a local PDC,
a corporate PDC, and a regional PDC. In addition, Fig. 7 also
shows the IEEE C37.118 client-server communication protocol
that includes six communication functions between the local
PDC and PMU-based smart sensors. The local PDC (client)
sends a command to the PMU-based smart sensors, which
send a response back to the local PDC that uses the response
message for its functions or applications. The local PDC
also forwards them to the corporate PDC. Then the corpo-
rate PDC forwards the data to the regional PDC. However,
the most current commercially available PMUs are IEEE
C37.118-2005 compatible. Here, we created CmdMsg and
RspMsg to represent respectively any of the command and
response messages as summarized in the IEEE C37.118-
2005 standard for modeling purposes. As shown in Fig. 7,
IEEE C37.247-2019 defines a set of PDC functions, includ-
ing communication, time-alignment of data, data forwarding,
system monitoring, and so on [44]. These functions may use
synchrophasor data. This paper focuses on the interoperability
between the PDC as a client and PMU-based smart sensors
as a server. In this case, the interoperability mainly centers on
the C37.118 communications between the local PDC and the
PMU-based smart sensors.

B. A Model of Interoperability for IEEE
C37.118 PMU-Based Smart Sensor Synchronous
Communication

In IEEE C37.118 PMU-based smart sensor client-server
synchronous communication via a network switch, there
are three objects: a PDC (client), PMU-based smart sen-
sor (server), and network switch. Each of these objects can
be modeled as an FSM. To simplify this discussion here, it
focuses on the client and server shown in Fig. 8(a). These are
two finite state machines of the PMU-based smart sensors
and the PDC. The PDC FSM includes five states and twelve
message actions. The useRspMsg action is for the PDC to
use the response message for its functions defined in [44].
The PMU-based smart sensor FSM includes five states and
seven message actions. Each state has a message value. For
example, the message value of state the SendingCmdMsg is
C37.118CmdPDU that is the C37.118 command protocol data
unit (PDU). Fig. 8(b) shows a model of interoperability for
PMU-based smart sensor client-server synchronous commu-
nication using LTS and FSP. The state-space of client LTS is
CS = {CS0, CS1, CS2, CS3, CS4}. The set of actions is CA =
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Fig. 8. A model of interoperability for IEEE C37.118 PMU-based smart
sensor and PDC.

{CA0, CA1, CA2, CA3, CA4, CA5, CA6, CA7, CA8, CA9, CA10,
CA11}. The set of initial states is I = {CS0}.
The state-space of PMU-based smart sensor LTS is
SS = {SS0, SS1, SS2, SS3, SS4}. The set of actions is
SA = {SA0, SA1, SA2, SA3, SA4, SA5, SA6}. The set of initial
states is I = {SS0}. For now, both inAct and inVar(msg)
conformity propositions of each state are defined, so
AP = {inActs, inVars(msg)}. Fig. 8 (b) shows an FSP
of a PMU-based smart sensor client-server synchronous
communication process (PC37.118Client−Server) between the
PDC and the PMU-based smart sensor via the IEEE
C37.118 command and response messages. As shown in
Fig. 8(b), two interactions, to pass command and response
messages, are proposed to model the interoperability of the
PDC and the PMU-based smart sensor. The first interaction
synchPassCmdMsg (C2SA = (CA3||SA0)) is to synchronously
pass the command message from the client to the server. The
second interaction synchPassRspMsg (S2CA = (SA5||CA5))

is to synchronously pass the response message from the
server back to the client. Both interactions are with the
timeout constraint.

The client-server synchronous communication between a
client (PDC) and smart sensor can be modeled as a single LTS
and FSP based on the interactions. An IEEE C37.118 client-
server FSP (PC37.118−Client−Server) consists of a client pro-
cess (PC37.118−Client) and a server (smart sensor) process
(PC37.118−Server). The client process (PC37.118−Client) includes
a client request process (PC37.118−Client−Request) and a client
response process (PC37.118−Client−Response). The server process
(PC37.118−Server) includes a PC37.118−Server−Request−Response).
Each component of these processes is also an FSP, which
is represented formally as follows. And the execution seg-
ments of each component (FSP) are as follows, respectively.
The actions in bold text are visible and others are not
visible.

• Client request timeout FSP:

PC37.118−Client−Request−timeout

= (CS0, CA0, CS0)(CS0, CA1, CS1)(CS1, CA2, CS2)

(CS2, CA3, CS2)(CS2, CA4, CS3)

(CS3, CA6, CS3)(CS3, CA7, CS0)

The execute segments of PC37.118−Client−Request−timeout:

ρ(PC37.118−Client−Request−timeout)

= execute((CS0, CA0CA1CA2CA3CA4CA6CA7, CS3))

= execute((CS0, CA0ττCA3τττ, CS3))

= execute((CS0, CA0CA3, CS3))

• Client response FSP:
PC37.118−Client−Response

= (CS3, CA5, CS3)(CS3, CA8, CS4)(CS4, CA9, CS0)

(CS0, CA10, CS0)(CS0, CA11, CS0)

The execute segments of PC37.118−Client−Response:

ρ(PC37.118−Client−Response)

= execute((CS3, CA5CA8CA9CA10CA11, CS0))

= execute((CS3, CA5τττCA11, CS0))

= execute((CS3, CA5CA11, CS0))

• Server request-response FSP:

PC37.118−Server−Request−Response

= (SS0, SA0, SS0)(SS0, SA1, SS1)(SS1, SA2, SS2)(SS2, SA3, SS3)

(SS3, SA4, SS4)(SS4, SA5, SS4)(SS4, SA6, SS0)

The execute segments of PC37.118−Server−Request−Response:

ρ(PC37.118−Server−Request−Response)

= execute(PC37.118−Server−Request−Response)

= execute((SS0, SA0SA1SA2SA3SA4SA5SA6, SS4))

= execute((SS0, SA0ττττSA5τ, SS4))

= execute((SS0, SA0SA5, SS4))

An FSP of PMU-based smart sensor client-server syn-
chronous communication process (PC37.118−Client−Server) can
be represented as follows, based on both the interaction
(C2SA) from the client to the server and the interaction (S2CA)
from the server to the client.

PC37.118−Client−Server = (PC37.118−Client−Request−timeout

|| PC37.118−Server−Request−Response || PC37.118−Client−Response)

The execute segment of synchronous message passing
process FSP (PC37.118−Client−Server) is as follows:

ρ(PC37.118−Client−Server)

= execute(PC37.118−Client−Request−timeout

||PC37.118−Server−Request−Response||PC37.118−Client−Response)

= execute(((CS0, CA0CA3, CS3))||(SS0, SA0SA5, SS4)

||(CS3, CA5CA11, CS0))

The trace of the execute segment is:

Trace(ρ(PC37.118−Client−Server))

= CA0CA3||SA0SA5||CA5CA11

= CA0(CA3||SA0)(SA5||CA5)CA11

= CA0(CA3||SA0)(SA5||CA5)CA11

= CA0 C2SA S2CA CA11
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The trace of IEEE C37.118 PMU-based smart sensor
client-server synchronous communication process can be rep-
resented as:

Trace(ρC37.118−Client−Server) = CA0 C2SA S2CA CA11

The trace is a model of interoperability for IEC
C37.118 PMU-based smart sensors, which consists of two
visible actions (including CA0 and CA11) and two sequen-
tial interactions to pass the IEEE C37.118 command/response
messages between the PMU-based smart sensor and its
client (PDC) with a timeout constraint (CA6). This model can
be used to assess the interoperability of PMU-based smart
sensors and PDCs based on the logical reasoning method. For
example, if CA0, CA11, and both interactions (CA3||SA0) and
(SA5||CA5) are executed successfully, i.e., all four are true, this
means that the PMU-based smart sensor and PDC are inter-
operable. And if CA0, or CA11, (CA3||SA0) or (SA5||CA5) is
false, this means that they are not interoperable, i.e., the action
timeout (CA6) is true.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a methodology for modeling the inter-
operability of smart sensors in terms of the notion of
interactions using labeled transition systems and finite state
processes. A generic interoperability model is constructed for
synchronous message passing from a sender to a receiver.
A case study is provided to illustrate modeling interoperabil-
ity between the IEEE C37.118 phasor measurement unit-based
smart sensor and the phasor data concentrator. The interoper-
ability model presented here can be used for quantitative and
automated measurement and assessment (M&A) of the inter-
operability of smart sensors to help identify interoperability
issues and improve interoperability. This methodology can also
be applied to model interoperability of other smart sensors that
are based on other standardized communication protocols.

Future work will involve the study of quantitative and
automated M&A methods of interoperability based on the
interoperability model presented in this paper in order to
identify and solve interoperability issues or problems, thus
improve, achieve and assure the interoperability of smart
sensors in smart grids.
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